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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be the class of functions defined and analytic on the annulus 
where R is a fixed positive number. A circular transformation is a mapping K 
of A into itself given by 
g(z) = (Kf) (z) = P.V. 1 k(wz)f(w) dw 
lwI=1 
which is such that g = Kf implies f = Kg; that is, the above implies 
f (4 = p. v. J,,_, k@4 dw) dw* 
The function k is a “circular kernel.” It was shown in [l] that R must have 
simple poles on the unit circle. The class A is a vector space with the obvious 
operations and becomes a prehilbert space when the inner product 
(f, g) = & lrf(@‘) g(e’O) d0 
is introduced. The transformation K is then a linear transformation of the 
prehilbert space A into itself. We will deal below with the case in which K is 
continuous. Our main result is a decomposition of K into projections. 
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
From [l] we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let the circular kernel k have the Laurent expansions 
(a) k(z) = 2 a,Zn l<Jzl<R 
--D 
(b) 44 = 2 I%~” f<lZl<l. 
--n 
Suppose f in A has the Laurent expansion 
on S. Then the identity 
(a, + A) (Q-~ + kLJ = - n-* 
holds for all n, and g = Kf is given by 
for 2 in S. 
(1) 
(2) 
We also need the following characterization of the inner product in A (see 
PI)* 
THEOREM 1.2. If f, g in A have Laurent expansions 
we have 
f(z) = 2 an.zn, and g(z) = f bnP, 
--co -m 
(f,g) = f adi. 
--m 
It follows immediately that for f in A we have 
Ilf II2 = 2 I a, I2 < co. -cc 
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\\-e will need some simple facts about the Hilbert space 
These are contained in the following Theorem which is essentially contained 
in [3], Chapter 6. 
THEOREM 1.3. rl bounded sequence of complex numbers {A,,> defines a 
“diagonul” operator, A, on lz defined by 
A{a,,)- = {Anun), and II4 = sup lb I 
holds. Further, a sequence that defines a linear operator on 1, in this way must be 
bounded. 
2. A DECOMPOSITION FOR EXTENDED CIRCULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
We have the linear operator K mapping the prehilbert space A into itself. 
It is useful to think of d as a dense linear manifold in the (bilateral) sequence 
space 1, with the obvious identification between a function analytic in the 
annulus and the sequence of its Laurent coefficients. We will investigate 
below the class of bounded circular transformations, the class KB of [2], 
which by the main result of [2] can be extended uniquely to any completion 
of A. In fact, we can define an operator 
T=AS (3) 
for {a,} in 1, , if {X,} is a bounded sequence of complex numbers. This suggests 
the possibility of letting 
A, = 4,, + A). 
Observe that (1) could then be written 
X,J-,-, = 1. 
As in [2], we denote by R the extension of a bounded K. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a circular transformation. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(4 sup I An I < 00 
(b) inf 1 An I > 0 
(c) K can be extended to all of l2 . 
Further, if these conditions are met K, the extension of K to l2 , is an invertible 
operator, and 
II Kll = sup I& I . 
PROOF. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is obvious in light of (4), and 
equivalence of (a) and (c) follows from Theorem 1.3. 
Then, if (a) holds, if can be written as a composition (3) and the identity 
K2=1 
on l2 follows from a straightforward computation. It was shown in [2] that 
II KII < sup I An I . 
To see that equality holds we need only observe that 
KS-1 c A and sup I 4 I = II fl II < II Rll II s-’ II = II El1 
since S is an isometry of l2 onto itself. 
DEFINITION. A function f E A is said to be self reciprocal (for K) if Kf = f. 
Let h, be the linear manifold of serf reciprocal functions. 
DEFINITION. A function f E d is said to be skew self reciprocal (for K) if 
Kf = - f. Let h, be the linear manifold of skew self reciprocal functions. 
Note that for f in A the function f + Kf is in h, and f - Kf is in h, , so 
that the operators 1 + K and I - K map A into h, and h, , respectively. 
LEMM.4 1. The operator I + K maps A onto h, , and I - K maps A onto 
h 2’ 
PROOF. For f in h, we have 
(Z+K)(+f)=if+iKf=f. 
Similarly, I - K maps A onto h, . 
These definitions and Lemma 1 have obvious generalizations to extended 
operators on l2 . 
409/28/3-4 
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DEFINITION. -Jn element f of lz is self reciprocal (for AZ) $ Kf = f. If’e 
denofe by H1 the linear manifold of self reciprocal elements of 1: 
DEFINITION. =jln element f of I, is skew self reciprocal (for K) if Kf =: - f. 
We denote by Hz the linear manifold of skew self reciprocal elements of I, . 
LEMMA 2. The operator I + R maps l2 onto HL and I - li maps I2 onto 
H2 . 
LEMM.4 3. The operator 4 (I + K) restricted to H1 is the identity operator 
on H1 , and 4 (I - R) restricted to Hz is the identity operator on Hz . 
PROOF. We need only note that 
+(I + Q(f) =f 
for f in H1 , and 
$(1-K)(f) =f 
forf in Hz. 
LEMRI.~ 4. H1 and H, are subspaces of I2 . 
PROOF. Supposef, converges to f, each fn in H1 . Then 
&x3 = fn 7 and Ef-f 
since K is continuous. Similarly Hz is closed. 
LEMMA 5. Ker(l + R) = Hz , and Ker(l - i;‘) = H1 . 
PROOF. Note that 
(1+x)(f) -0 
if and only if f is in H,; and similarly 
(I-K)(f) =o 
if and only if f is in H1 . 
THEOREM 2.2. H1 and Hz are complementary subspaces of l2 , and the 
decomposition 
E = P1 - Pz 
holds. 
PROOF. From Lemma 3 and Lemma 5 we see that H1 and H, have only 
the zero vector in common. Further, the (vector space) direct sum of H1 and 
H, is lz , since for f in lz , 
f=i(I+R)(f)+t(I-q(f) 
where, by Lemma 2, the first term belongs to H1 , and the second to H, . 
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Now, for f in lz , 
where 
Kf = Efl + Kf2 =fl -f2 = Plf - P,f 
f =f1 if* 
is the decomposition off into components in HI and H, , and PI , P2 are the 
projection operators on HI , H2 , respectively. 
Note that this decomposition of K implies that R is self adjoint (see [4], 
p. 202). Thus, for f in HI and g in Hz , we have 
(f,g) = vcf, - w = (f7 - K*e) = (f, - K2g) = (f, -g), 
and, then 
2(f, g) = 0. 
Thus, HI and Hz are orthogonal, and hence complementary by the above. 
3. SPECTRAL THEORY 
THEOREM 3.1. The spectrum of K consists of the two eigenvalues + 1, - 1 
and the eigenspaces of these are respectively HI and H2 . 
PROOF. The fact that 1, - 1 are eigenvalues with eigenspaces HI , H2 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. To show that these are the only 
elements of the spectrum, note that 
K-AI=(l -h)P,+(-1 -X)P,, 
which is invertible if and only if h is not one of the two eigenvalues, since in 
that case 
is an inverse. 
THEOREM 3.2. Every bounded circular transformation is an isometry, and 
hence unitary. 
PROOF. Let 
f =f1 +f2 and g = g1 +g2 
be the decompositions off, g in I2 guaranteed by Theorem 2.2. Then we have 
@f, G) = (fi -f2 9& -g2) = (fi ,gd + (f2 ,g2> 
= (fi +f2 ,g, +g2) = (fvg> (5) 
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since Hi and Hz are orthogonal, so that h IS an isometry and hence unitary 
(see [41). 
REMARK 1. It follows from the above that 
IIk’ll=~qI%+P,~I -1, 
since isometries have norm one. 




f a,& = 7r2 5 1 an + A I4 a-I,hI-n - 
--oo --r 
a, = 6, = I for n--l-N, 
a, = b, = 0 otherwise, 
1 = 73 1 CxN + &I?. 
This relation holds for every N since N is chosen arbitrarily. 
EXAMPLES. (a) It is known that 
k(x) = l 
7r(z - 1) 
is a circular kernel (see [I]), and a quick computation shows 
and 
an = L for n > 0, 
5-r 
0 for 71 < 0, 
so that 
p, = 0 for n > 0, - L for n < 0, 
77 
/ A, I = 17ri(or, +pnn) / = 1. 
(b) From [l] we know that 
is a circular kernel. It is easily seen that 
for n<--2 and n=O, 
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and, 
for n=-1 and n>l, 
so that 
for all n. 
4. SELF RECIPROCAL AND SKEW SELF RECIPROCAL FUNCTIONS 




s : {a,} - {a,-,} 
We have the following 
and 
THEOREM 4.1. Any element (C,,} of lz can be represented 
G = a, + 6, 
where (a,} is in HI and {b,} is in Hz , and 
a, = c-1-n + LnG 
2Ln 
and L b = _ c-,-, - h-,,C, 
2h-,, * 
PROOF. From Theorem 2.2 we have 
C, = a, + b, = &(u-~~ - b+,) = h,(C, - 2b-,,), 
where {a,} is in HI and {b,) is in Hz , that is 
a, = Xna-l-n and b, = - &b-,-, , 
so that 
b-,, = - G - u-1-n 
aa 
for all n, 
and similarly 
a,, = G + w-1-n 
aa 
for all n. 
Next, a vector {C,} is self reciprocal if and only if {b,) is the zero sequence, 
that is 
G = LC, 9 
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as expected. Similarly {C,,] is skew self reciprocal if and only if {a,> is the zero 
sequence, that is 
c,, = - x,c-I-,, . 
These formulas show that both self reciprocal and skew self reciprocal 
functions in A must have a singularity at the origin. 
EXAMPLE. For the kernel 
h(z) = l 
7T(z - 1) 
from Section 4, we have 
A, = i for n > 0, - i for n < 0. 
Therefore the self reciprocal vectors {C,} are those such that 
C, = iC-,-, for all n. 
For example, the function 
1 . . 
----$+$+2-z-i23 
23 
is a self reciprocal function. 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF A BOUNDED CIRCULAR TRANSFORMATION 
INTO PROJECTIONS 
With the obvious identifications we have obtained the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be a bounded circular transform. Then A is the direct 
sum of the (orthogonal) linear manifolds h, and h, , and 
h, = HI I-I d and h, = Hz r\ A. 
Further, 
K=P,-up, 
where p, and p, are the projection mappings onto h, and h, , respectively. 
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